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Abstract of

Various immune responses to hepatitis C virus (HCV) are perturbed in patients with

Research

chronic hepatitis C, which is involved, at least in part, in the establishment and/or the

Project

persistence of chronicity in HCV infection as well as resistance to IFN therapy. We
previously reported that the function of dendritic cells is substantially altered in patients with
chronic HCV infection. Dendritic cell is a most potent antigen presenting cells that can
activate naïve T cells. In addition, researchers are much interested in an immunomodulatory
role of dendritic cells; they can activate various innate immune cells, such as NK cells and
NKT cells, and regulate magnitude and polarity of subsequent adaptive immune responses.
In this research project, we will clarify the mechanism of impaired dendritic cell function in
HCV infection as well as analyze the impact of this alteration. Furthermore, we plan to
develop a novel therapeutic strategy for the elimination of HCV by modulating dendritic cell
function.
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